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ABSTRACT
A series ofpolycrystaUine bulk samples of Sr.",LaxMnJOIOwere prepared using conventional

solid state reaction technique and sintered at temperature !lOOT for 5 hours. The

magnetoresistive properties of the polycrystalJine bulk samples were investigated from room

temperarure down to liquid nitrogen temperature using standard four-probe technique.

Analysis of X-ray diffraction pattern gives the single-phase structure of all the polycrystalJine

samples without any trace of impurity. The transition between ferromagnetic metallic WId

paramagnetic insulating states in Sr,_,La.Mn10IO perovskites is characterized by a maximum

in the electrical resistivity at transition temperature. The transport behavior especially the

metal-insulator (M-I) transition in mangenites Sr4-xLa"MnjOIOmay be understood in terms of

the double exchange mechanisms which involves the ferromagnetic coupling between

MnJ'(t~, e~) and Mn4+(ti. e;) spins. As a result of strong Hund's exchange coupling, tbe

itinerant e~electrons (holes) interact with the localized Ii, electrons, and thus medIate

ferromagnetic ordering and thc simultaneous M-I transition. Substitution of La in place of Sr

enhances % of MnJ+ which ultimately increases M-I transition temperature in these

manganites. The M-l transition temperature is also found to increases due to the external

magnetic field. The external field might suppress the spin fluctuations which improves the

conductivity. The characteristic magnctoresistance was measured both at room temperature

and liquid nitrogen temperature. At room temperature MR is very low and almost linear with

field. At 78 K a sharp increase of MR was observed at low magnetic field but the MR

gradually decreases with the increase of applied magnetic field. The activation energy curves

show that the conduction occurred just above transition temperature through a thermally

activated process.
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CHAPTER!

INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The mixed valance manganites have considerable research interest in recent years due

to its interesting properties. In these manganites materials contains manganese in

severa! valance slates. This thesis presents results of an experimental study on

magnetoresistive properties of a series of strontium-doped lanthanum manganese

oxides. The magnctorcsistance effect can be described a large decrease of the

resistance on application of an external magnetic field and can be obser\'ed in some

magnetic perovskites near the curie temperature. They are also called doped

manganites and Pcrovskite manganites, because of their crystal structure resembles

that of the mineral perovskite and sometimes doped manganites cause the substitution

of RE (rare earth) cation with an M cation may serve as hole doping. The

characteristic properties of me doped pcrovskite manganites arc thc ClVlReffect. CMR

materials are interesting from a fundamental viewpoint. In contrast to traditional

fcrromagnets such as Fe, Co and Ni where the spin system is isolated from dte lattice,

in dtese manganites the charge, spin, and lattice degrees of freedom are strongly

coupled together, leading to a delicate balance of interactions that gives rise to a rich

variety of physical phenomena of current interest in condensed matter science. The

discovery of colossal magnetoresistancc (CMR) in mixed valance compounds with

general fonnula Ln].,A)'.1nO) (l.n = rare earth, A = alkaline earth) promoted a study

"f these type of compounds in thc last years. Some of these perovskites exhibit

fascinating properties like metal-insulator (M-I) transitions, charge ordering and

ferromagnetism [1-4].



Perovskites are the n=co members of the more general family (Ln,A k+IMnDOJo+l

called Ruddlesden-Popper type compound (RP).The CMR and M-I behavior found in

perovskitcs are also exhibited by n=2 and 3 members of this family. These materials

exhibit a resistance change when subjected to a magnetic field. The CMR effect is

usually obtained at low temperature (below room temperature) and in high magnetic

field, but the practical application demands the operating conditions both at room

temperature and low magnetic t,eld. The magnetic field sensitivity, the strong metal

insulator transition at the curie temperature, the electric field polarizibility of the

material and its subsequent clTecton the transport properties, etc. are the properties of

the rare earth manganites that could be exploited in a variety of devices.

The Ruddlesden-Popper (RP) type layered manganites, Tl_~,DI+",MnlO;(where T is

the trivalent rare earth cation like La, Nd, Pr etc. and D is the divalent alkaline earth

cation like (Sr, Ca, Ba, etc.), have attrlK:ted considerable research interest due to its

properties. The RP phases A•• IBoOJ,,_H,consistof n layers of B06 corner-sharing

octahedral blocks separated by rock salt AO layers. The observed colossal

magnetoresistance (CMR) phenomena in these manganites are generally understood in

terms of the double exchange mechanisms which involves the ferromagnetic coupling

betwccn MnJ\t2~] eg') and Mn4'(t2/ egO)spins [5], However Millis cf.at. [6] point out

that the double exchange interaction doesn't explain the CMR alone [6).Othcr

interactions such as charge-lattice and spin 1allice interactions should be considered to

elucidate the CMR[7j.A small change in the chemical composition like the ratio

between trivalent and divalent ions at the A site can induce a large change in the

physical properties such as structural, magnetic, optical and electronic behaviour. A

similar change can occur due to external effect such as magnetic field, a hydrostatic

pressure or !he temperature.
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On partial doping of the trivalent RE-ion by divalent alkaline earth cation AE, leads to

the formation of a mixed valance state or the Mn i.e. Mnl+ and Mn4+ to maintain the

charge neutrality of the system. The pcrovskite ABOJ type compounds with the three

dimensional Mn-O.Mn such as Sr4-xLa.MnJOIO is known to be conducting

ferromagnets. The co-existence of metallic conductivity and ferromagnetic coupiing in

these matcrials has been expiained in terms of double exchange mechanism [5-7]. The

insulating SrMnOJ material in which only Mn4+ exists, doping with the trivalent ions

La causes the conversion of a proportiOrl number of Mnl+ to Mn4+.The transfer of an

electron occurs simultaneously from MnJ+to O'J..and from d. to Mn4+ is a reai charge

transfcr process and involves overlap integral between Mn and 0 orbitals. Thus the

observed CMR phenomena are understood in tenns of the double exchange

mechanisms which involves the ferromagnetic coupling betwccn MnJ\t2gJ eg') and

Mn4+(t2gJeg) spins [8-10]. Because of the strong Hund's coupling the doping enables

e; electron of MnJ+ ion to hop to thc neighboring 1\104+, which mediates

ferromagnetism and conduction. Millis el.oi. point oul that the double exchange

interaction doesn't explain the CMR alone, because the curie temperature of most

manganites, can't describe the huge magnitude or the CMR effect. Millis et.al.[6]

argued that electron-phonon coupling due to lahn -Teller distortion plays an important

tole to explain CMR effect. The above result suggcsts that there is considcrable

coupling among the charge, spin and latliee in this system. Several studies on the

pscudocubic pcrovskites La,.,Sr,MnO) have sho,",n that materials with carrier

concentration x=O.3,which undergo a transition from the paramagnetic insuiator state

to the ferromagnetic metal state upon cooling, exhibit CMR in a narrow temperature

range around the curie temperature.

In contrast to pseudocubie perovskite (n=cc) with three-dimensional Mn-O networks,

the layered versions of (La-D)•••,MnoO,,,,, consisting of perovskite blocks, nMn06

3
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octahedra with an inverting layer of (La-M)O ions, possess a two dimensional

anisotropic character whose magnitude depends on the n value. Apart from the 0=1

member, which is an antiferromagnet at any doping concentration, the layered

manganitcs with n=2 compound [11] have shown that they have remarkable features

including MR ratio enhancement, magnetization, existcnce of two-dimensional

ferromagnetic ordering at a certain temperature range, and the characteristic low

temperature intrinsic MR effect. Very recently, it has been reported that the n=)

compound [12] exhibits some features that are similar to those observed for the n=2

compound. So far only a few papers have been published on n=) members of the RP

series. Brisi ef al.[I3] reported a tetragonal C~MnJOto phase from an earlier x-ray

powdcr diffraction analysis, which was considered to have lower symmetry in fact.

Henry el al. [14] studied Cll.jMn)OIOand Sr4MoJOIOand reported that C~MnJOlO had

a space group Ccc2.Battle el al.[15J determined the structure of C~MnJOIO and

reported a space group Pbca according to X-roy and neutron diffractions. A dc

magnetization study of C~MnJOIO was reported by Lago el al.[16] and attempts havc

been made to dope the n=) member with La in order to induce mixed valence, though

only small doping levels have been reported to date in bulk samples [17].

In the present investigation the divalent cation S('+ will be replaced by trivalent cation

LaJ+ to study the c1ectrical transport and magnetoresistive properties of triple layered

pero~skite manganites Sr•.,La,Mn)Ow.Hcnce present investigation aims to study the

changc in magnetoresistancc, phase transition temperature and both the low

temper~ture and high temperature transport mechanism of a serics of bulk

polycrystalline triple layered perovskite samples Sr•.,LaxMnJOIO (x=O.5-2.5). This

investigation is cxpected to help in understanding the CMR properties in n=3 members

of the RP series and also to elucidate the consistency of the electrical transport and

4



magnetoresi.>tive properties ofthesc manganites with those of n=co and 2 members of

the series [18.19].

Lago el al.[16] presented a detailed dc magnetization study of the compound

Ca.,Mn10IO,which undergoes a transition into a G,type antiferromagnetic structure on

cooling below 1JJ.5 K. These materials behaves as a quasi-2D antiferromagnel in the

temperature region below TN' The resulting weak ferromagnetic component in each

MnO) layer is hidden at zero field but an applied magnetic field induces a spin-flop

transition to a phase with a net magnetization. A non-zero moment is observed at

temperatures well above the antiferromagnetic transition and may responsible for the

negative magnetoresistance.

Witte etal. [17] studied the electrical and magnetic phases of the layered

pernvskite Ca,.,La,Mn)OIO and found that the peak resistivity drops dramatically by

five orders of magnitude in going from the undoped to the x=O.OI doped sample and a

transition from paramagnetic insulator to a anti ferromagnetic insulator i.e. a dramatic

change in conduction mechanism. The large decrease in resistivity with doping and the

appearance of uncompensated ordered magnetic moments suggests that upon further

doping a FM phase should be expected.

Mihut dol. [20J have investigated physical properties of the n=3 Ruddlcsden-Popper

compound Ca,MnJOIO and found that this compound adopts a layered structure in

which a group of three perovskite Jayers alternate with single rock-salt layer. 'Jhcre is

a sharp magnetic phase transition al 115K.The magnetoresistarlce is largest at low

temperature. A 40"10 drop in resistivity is observed in a magnetic field of 14 T at 61K

which exhibits colossal magnetoresistance.

5



1.2 Objective of the present studies

Our approach is to study the n=3 member of the (La, Sr) RP series with

doping by La of the Sr i.e. electron doping so that the valence of Mn would

decrease from 4.

To study the effect of substitution of La by Sr in electrical transport and

magnetoresistive behavior of polycrystalline Sr•..,La)'1nlOIO.

To improve the value of transition temperature.

To understand the mechanism ofCMR properties in these materials.

1.3 Sketch of the contents

In this work the preparation, characterization and magnetoresistive properties of the

polycrystalline samples Sr•.,La,Mn10IOCx=O.5,l.0,2.0,2.5) were described.

Chapter 2 gives a brief description of the exisling theories and mechanism of CMR

manganites. Various points for understanding the electronic structure of manganites

ineluding the atomic view, doublc-cxchange theory, Jahn-Teller effects and various

range of hopping in manganitcs are discussed b~efly.

Chapter 3 describes the methods of sample preparation and characterization

techniques for synthesis of manganese oxide material,.

Chapter 4 presents result on magnetoresistive properties of polyerystalJine samples

Sr•..,La,Mn10IO for various doping level.

Chapter 5 summari7xs the findings of this research.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
OF MIXED VALENCE MANGANITES

2.1 Introduction

The historical overview of manganilc materials, varIous Issues of colossal

magnetoresislance (CMR) in manganites, which is very important, is discussed in this

chapter. Theoretical explanation of CMR malerials including the electronic structure

of the manganiles is described briel1y. The bulk magnetic and tnmsport properties of

manganitcs and various phase diagrams as a function of doping, temperature, external

magnetic field and hydrostatic pressure etc, are also presented here, various models of

low temperature magnetoresistance and grain boundary magnetoresistance in the

doped manganites are also discussed.

2.2 Historical Overview of manganites

Due to the magnetic !nlnSilion 011 the electronic conduction manganites materials arc

very important for the present technology. The discovery of colossal

Magnetoresistance (CMR) in doped perovskite manganites revolutionized materia!

science and a lot of effort has been carried out (and still going on) to find out materials

with improved magnetoresistancc around room temperature at low magnetic fields.

Thc analogies with manganites and other magneto resistive materials are based on the

presence of large magnetoresistancc, a competition between FM and AF states and

universally accepted lfi homogeneities. Based on above analogies. the

magnctoresistive family consists of large number of materials having different

crystalline structures. These mixed valance manganites have been studied for more

than five decades but are still considered modcm materials because of their wide
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potential for te<:hnological applications. The brief Ilistory of various research work of

perovskite manganites are given bellow:

About half a decade ago Jonker and San/en (1950) [1-3] described the preparation of

polycrystalline samples of (La,Ca)MnOJ,(La,Sr)MnOJ and (La,Ba)MnOJ manganites

and reported ferromagnetism and anomalies in the conductivity at the curie

temperature with variation in lattice parameter as a function of Ilole doping. Few year.;

later Volgcr observed a notable decrease of resistivity for La.USro2MnOJ in FM

states in applied magnctic field [4).

In 1970, Searle and Wang [5-6] also reported the samc bellaviour based on single

crystals. A year later, Jin cl.al. [7] reported that it is possible to reduce the resistivity

by several orders of magnitude under tile application of very large magnetic field in

hole doped manganese oxide perovskites near the curie temperature Te,

A burst of research activity on manganites started during 1990 because of the

observation of large magnetoresiSlllilce Kusters et.a/. (1989) [8] on bulk

Ndo,Pb01MnOJ revcals the large MR effect. Another work by von Helmholtz 1.'1. at.

(1993) [9] on thin films of La2/JBal"MnO, also revealed a large MR effect at room

temperature thereafter similar conclusion was reached by Chahal'll rl al.(1993)[IO]

using thin films of LaJI4Call4MnOJ and Ju 1.'1. al. (1994)[11] for films of Lal_

,Sr,MnOJ.Tllcy all observed MR valucs larger than those observed in artificiallv

engineered multilayers (GMR) [12].

In a study Sun rl. al. (1997)[13] examined a serics of compounds at constant 33%

dopant level LaJf.!.xR,Ca IIJMnOlR=Pr, Nd, 5, Eu, Gd, Tb, Y, Er, Tm) with x chosen

to fix at tolerance factor 1=0 under the constrains of conslllnt doping level x and t,

Hwang el al. (1999) [14] would predict no vanation of insulator_metal transition
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temperature (TIM)with rare earth. Sun el al. (1997) did observe a dependence ofT 1M,

which demonstrates that a single, tolerance factor 't' is inadequa!.e for describing the

behavior of perovskite manganitcs, where A-site component have widely different

radii. They attributed discrepancy due to an inhomogeneous distribution of cat ions on

theA-site [13J.

Millis el al. (1995) [15] incorporated the idea tha!. double exchange alone does not

explain the resistivity of La'_xSrxMnOJ.Roder el.al. (1996) [16,17J incorporated Jahn-

Teller (electron-phonon) coupling in to the double exchange model and suggested that

the eg charge carrier becomes self trapped as localized lattice distortions with a spin

polarization around the position of charge carrier, having a coherence length of the

order of five Mn sites. \'ibronic model of Goodenough (1997) [18]. Bi-polaronie

model of Alexandrov (1999) [19], magnetoimpurity theory of Nagev (2001) [20] and

FaHcov-Kimball like approach of RamaKrishnan T.V., (2004) [21) etc. explains some

aspect or the other of doped perovskile manganites, but a satisfactory theory of

manganites is still lacking.

Wollan and Koehler (1995) [22] draw the first magnetic structures of Lal.xCa..MnOj

by neutron diffraction. In their studies they explain charge-ordering and mixed phase

tendencies in the manganites.

2.3 Colossal magnetoresistance

Manganese oxides with a pcrovskile strucrure[23] exhibit a lransilion between a

paramagnelic insulating phase and a ferromagnetic metal phase. Associated with this

transition there is an ef1~t kno"'Tl as colossal magnetoresistance[14,15] (CMR}-in

the vieinily or the transition temperature, the materials exhibit a large change in

resistance in response to an applied magnetic field. Such an effect, if oplimized, might
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find potential application in magnetic devices. But the criteria for a<;hieving (and

hence optimizing) CMR are not clear, presenting a challenge for materials scientists.

!n 1993, materials were found that could change their resistance not by a few percent

but by orders of magnitude. The obtained magnitude of MR in these materials was

very large; close to 100%, for this reason, many researchers prefer to call this colossal

magnetoresistance, as distinct from GMR. I\1agnetoresistance (MR), the ability of a

material to vary its electrical resistance depending on an applied magnetic field. In the

other way, Magnetoresistance (MR) refers to the relative change in the electrical

resistivity of a material on the application of an external magnetic field. For that

reason, over recent years magnetoresistance has been the center of many

investigations primarily due to applications in magnetic storage and sensing device.

The resistivity of some materials is greatly affected when the materials is subjected to

a magnetic ficld. This phenomenon is known as magnetoresistance. One of the most

important properties of the manganites is the influence of a magnetic transition on the

electronic conduction. It has been observed that doped manganese oxide ceramics

exhibits a very large magnetoresistance [26-29], about 99% for some samples in the

presence of lOT applied magnctic field. This phenomenon is called colossal

magnetoresistance.

MR%=-- p(H)-p(O)"lOO
p(O)

Where P{H) and P{O) are the resistivities at a given temperature in the applied and
•

zero magnetic ferromagnetic metals such as Fe and Co. Cu is more typical in that the

same very powerful field (24T) gave rise to change of only -2% at room temperature.

This MR originates from the impact ofthc Lorentz force on the moving cbarge carries

similar to the HaH effect. Its values is -10% a! lOT. A classification of

magnetoresistance phenomenon is based on the distinction familiar in magnetism
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between intrinsic properties such as anisotropy constants, which depends only on the

crystal structure, composition and purity, and extrinsic properties such as coercivity

which depend on the structure on a mesoscopic or microscopic length seale.

One of the most interesting properties of the manganites is the influence of a magnetic

transition on the electronic conduction. In 1950, Jonker and Van Santeen discovered

that the resistance below the magnetic ordering, the curie temperature T, , exhibits a

positive thennal co-efficient, indicating metallic-like behavior and a negative gradient

above Te [1-3] based on measurements of polycrystalline ceramics. In 1970, Searle

and Wang [5-6J also reported the same behavior based on single crystals.A year later,

Jin cl.a!. [30J reported that it is possible to reduce the resistivity by several orders of

magnitude under the application of very large magnetic field in hole doped manganese

oxide perovskites near the curie temperature T,. Giant magnetoresistance is caused by

introducing interfaces in spin polarized conductors and is restricted below Te, where as

CMR, is a bulk property which originates from magnetic ordering and is usually

confined to the vicinity ofT,. In particular, Jin el at. [7,J reported. maximum values of

around 100,000"10 for thin films of calcium doped manganese oxide near 17K with

applied magnetic fields of 6T. They also remarked thal their results had a very strong

dependence on the method used to grow thc films. Interest in the potential applications

of colossal magnetoresistancc was soon prompted by the complexity of the materials.

In these materials, the interaction between the electrons and lanicc vibrations is

unusually strong, leading to a wide range of striking physical phenomena and most

crucially, can be "tuned" over a wide range by variation of chemical composition,

temperature and magnetic field [31]. These materials provides an opportunity to study

the poorly understood physics of systems in which a high density of electrons is

strongly coupled to phonons that demand a microscopic, and ultimately atomic,

characterization of structure, eiectronic structure and dynamics. The relationships
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between these structural, electronic, magnetic WId optical properties are to be

explained in a systematic way.

2.4 Crystal Structure and its Relevance

The characteristic properties of doped perovskite manganites like the CMR effect and

the strong correlation between the structure and electronic magnetic phases can all be

attributed to the ratio of the Mnl+WIdMn" ions. The parent compound crystallizes in

AMnO) type having general RE1.,AExMnOJ , where RE stands for trivalent rare earth

cat ion .Such as La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Y etc. and AE Stands for divalent

alkaline carth cat ion such as Ca. Br, Sr ctc. In this perovskite like structure (RE, AE)

occupies the vertices of thc cubic unit cell, Mn occupies the body center and 0

occupies the six faces of the cube, which forms Mn06 oclahcdra. On partial doping or

the trivalent RE-ion by divalent alkaline earth cat ion AE, leads to thc formation of a

mixed valence state of the Mn i,e, MnJ+ and Mn4+ to maintain the charge neutrality of

the system (e.g. Lal}+ Ca/' Mn,./+ Mnx4+ Lal./+)' The mixed valency of the Mn

ions may also bc controlled by varying thc oxygen conlent [32-33]. This doping with

some divalent cat ion causes the structure to get distorted due to the differences in the

size ofthc various atoms and leads to Jahn-Teller efl:ect.

(a)

:MnO~plane-o \ .••
~.'b.0.• •.0.0.• •

(h) (,)
Figure 2.1: Crystal stmcmres of tile most important ondes: (a) perovskite structure
(JA(vSro-JMnOj); (b) TIle MnOz plane, whicll is itkntical in tile struchm to the CuOz
plalU'sof tile high temperature sllpercollductors (HTSC's). (c) n = 2 Rliddiesdell-Popper
plUlse(LauS".BMllz07, Mn06 oclalledm are siUJded,La,lSrWIIS are drawn as spllere). •
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As modifications from the cubic structure due to doping, perovskite-based strucrures

show lattice distortion. One of the possible origin in the lattice distortion is the

deformation of the Mn06 octahcdron arising from the Jahn-Teller effecI thilt is

inherent to high-spin(s=2) MnJ+ wilh double degeneracy ofeg orbitals. Another lattice

deformation comes from the eonneclion pattcrn of me MnOs octahedra in the

perovskile structure, forming rnombohedrnl or orthorhombic lattice. Such a distortion

of perovskite AMnOJ (where A=RE1.,AE..) governed by the Goldsmith tolerance

factor 'I' [34,35] which measures the deviation from perfect cubic symmetry (I =1)

and is defined by,

dt = ,,--<l

~2d"n--<l

Where, dA-<Jis the distance between the A-sile, where the lanthanide or alkaline earth

ions are located, to the nearest oxygen ion i.e. ( <rA>+rU) and d",,,"<>is me Mn-Q

shortest dislance which are calculated from the sum of the ionic radii for 12-co-

onJinated cat ions and 6-co-ordinated Mn-cat ions. However, the tolerance faClor is

depending on both temperature and pressure. Since for an undistorted cube the Mn-

Q-Mn bond is straight (dA.o= ,J2dM..u) that makes t =1. However sometimes the A-

ions are too small to fill the space in the cubic ccntcrs and duc to thatlhe oxygen lend

to move to"aru the center, reducing dM) (d~"-Oalso changes allhe same time). For

this reason, the tolerancc factor becomes smaller than one, 1<I, as the A-site radius is

reduced. and the Mn --0- Mn angle gets smaller than 180°. The hopping amplitude

for carriers to move from Mn to Mn naturally decreases as 0 is reduced from 180"

[37]. Thus as the tolerance factor decreases the tendencies of charge localization

increases due to the reduction in the carrier mobility. For the ideal cubic structure t

=1, but the stable perovskite structure occurs over a range of Q.8<t<l.l.For lower

values of't', the cubic structure is distorted to optimize the A-O bond lengths. This
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distortion affects the conduction band which appears as hybridization of the P-level

of oxygen and the eg levels of the Mn. The orbitals overlap decreases with decrease in

toleranee factor. Sun ef.al. (1997) did observe a dependence of insulator metal

transition temperature TIMon the choice of rare earth ion, which demonstrates that a

single, average tolerance factor 't' is inadequate for describing the behavior of

perovskites manganites where, A-site components have widely different radii. They

attributed discrepancy due to an inhomogeneous distribution of cat ions on the A-Sile

[36].

2.5 Electronic structure of the manganites

2.5.1 Physical Overview of doped manganites

The important manganite, La'_xSr,Mn03 (LSMO) is widely studied as a representative

of large band width Mn-oxides and has a high curie temperature of 370K at

intermediate hole doping [38]. In the LSMO compound a structural transition from

orthorhombic (x>20%) to rhombohedral (x<2O"/o) is present [39]. However, the

structural pltase diagram is even richer. In general the orthorhombic phase is stable at

lower temperatures while the rhombohedral pltase requires higher temperature. Thus

depending on doping, one can thus obtain ferromagnetic or anti ferromagnetic metallic

pltases as weI! as antiferromagnelic insulating phase. Ferromagnetic insulators are less

common, since the occurrence of ferromagnetism is associated with tlte movement of

free earriers in tlte lattice, but can be obtained for some partial orbital ordering caseS.

Mixed valence manganites, ",ith the composition AMnJ+O, OrBMn4+0-, is one family

of lhe larger group of transilion metal oxides. which includes ollter families sueh as

Ferro electronic titanites, Some manganites can be fonned of hexagonal layered

erystal structures which are different from the eubic structure in atomic view, play

some important role resulting different physical characteristics [40]. The CMR
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materials orthe form (RE) 1.,A,MnOJ have attracted most of the research efforts. RE

stands for a rare earth ion such as La, Nd, Pr or Gd and A denotes a divalent ion such

as Ca, Sr or Sa. The Manganites crystallize in the perovskite structure, figure-2.2. The

Ruddlesden-popper family of compounds (RE,A)IttIMn.OJIttI crystallize in a

orthorhombic structure consisting of n=3 member of verte~ sharing MnOo octahedra

e~tending in the ab-plane and having a thickness of an octahedra along the e-axis

sho"'l1 in the following figure.

(,' (bJ

Figure: 2.2 (a) Cryslallographic Slmclure of general ABO] Iype Cubic Pewvskite,
(b) Crystallographic Stmclllre of n-3 layered orlllor/lOmlncprrol'skite.

The Perovskitc crystal structure can be regarded as a three dimensional network of

corner sharing MnOo octahedra, with Mn ions in the middle of the octahedral. Eight

octahedra form a cube. with the A-site in its center. In the cubic perovskilc, the A-site

is twelve fold surrounded by oxygen ions. But typically the ionic radius of the A ion is
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similar than the volume enclosed by the oxygen ions. This volume reduced by rotating

the octahedra with respect to each other. In the undoped parent compound Sr4MnlOIO,

the crystal stnlcture containing triple groups of face-shared Mn06 octahedra

interconnected by common comers into a two-dimensional framework. In figure

2.2(b) the n=J RP stnlcture, sho"",, the three layers of M06 octahedra along the c-axis

separated by an insulating rock-salt layer.

The spins are ordered fcrromagneticaJIy in the ac plane with the spins parallel to a-axis

[41]. There is a antiferromagnetic coupling between the la}ers: along the b-rods which

is close to 180" [42]. In manganites family the widely known chemical formula

RI_,A,MnOJ (where R is a rare earth such as La, Nd, Pr and A is divalent alkali such

as Sr, Ca, Ba, Pb). In general R and A are also be compound of two different cations,

for instance (Lal.yPr, k, CaMnOJ .The Oxygen has full outer shell (2p) being in an

02. state. Mn presents two oxidation slates Mn4+ and MnJ+, namely this is a mixed

valency compound, RI_xJ+A/"'Mn,_.-l+Mn:+OJ'-.In order to get charge neutrality, the

ratio MnJ~/Mn4+ is equal to thc ratio RJT/A2+.The extreme compounds x=O and x=1

are not mixed valent, Therefore, doping with atom A is equivalent to change the

valence ofthe Mn ions from 3+ to 4+, Which creates a mixed valence ofmanganites.

2.5.2 Ionic view of Electronic structure

Figure 2.3 shows the electronic configuration for the MnJ- and Mn4+ ions in the

compound AMnOJ in a hybrid orbital structure. Mn ions have an incomplete d-shell

(Mn:[Ar]3d54sl). According to Hund's rule, in order to minimize the energy, all the

unpaired electrons in the outer d-shell have their spins parallel to one another, thus.

only the five d-levels corresponding to the majority spin are accessible.
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The five d levels are split in e. (two degenerate levels, d/-/ and d1,2}) and t4 (three

degenerate levels, d", dyzand d",) due to the cubic crystal field. This splitting has been

estimated to be around leV. [23]. Jhan- Teller on distortions act on Mn1+ leading to a

further splitting. The two e. levels are then separated in-energy around O.25eV.The t2.

levels are also split due to IT distortions, but this has not any relevance for the sys1cm

as the electrons living there are completely localized. Only the majority spins levels

are shown. The minority spins levels are much higher in energy (due to Hund's

coupling which can be several eV).

,,
1=(" ,0/ '+3z2-~--,' •.••....•.••

>

Fig""'; 2.3 Electron stnte of the outcnnost 3d energy level of tile MnJ+ muJ Mn4+

ions. Thefive d lewis are split in eg (two degenemfr lewIs, dl-.; and rljl-?).

Hund's rule is implied by two intenlctions: coulomb repulsion makes electrons 10be in

a different d-orbital each; Hund's coupling obliges the electrons spins to be parallel. In

isolated atoms, the five d-orbitals are degenerate but they split in ta three-fold

degenerate (i.e. triplet state) tlg (dry, dyzand d.,j and two- fold degenerate (i.e. doublet

state) e. (for instance, d// and d3/'j) orbitals as seen in figure. The tlg orbitals are
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lower in energy than Ihe eg orbitals because the laler are aligned with the P-oxygen

levels leading to a larger coulomb repulsion than in other directions, Mn4+has three

electrons in thc outer d-sheU that can be considered as localized in the three tlg leveis

giving a tolal spin S=312,

'.-

,'.y'"

•

k::•

Figure: 2.4 TI", tripld Ilg orbito.! and doublet eg oririhd in M" ion

The two e. levels remain empty. On the other hand, MnJ+ has an extra electron that

Ii[Is one of the eg levels (S=2). This single electron is unstable. "]hese c. levels arc the

active one for conductivity. These lcvels hybridize with oxygen p-levels [43J

constituting the conduction band whose bandwidth dcpends on the overlapping of the

e. orbitals of the Mn and the p-levels of the oxygen. The concentration of holes in the

e. based on x. For x <0.5, carries are holes while for x>D.5, the carries are electrons

with concentration I-x, as detennlncd by Hall mea~urements and thermoelectric
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power. There is an antiferromagnctic superexchange coupling among t2. levels of

nearest neighbour ions. Superexehange is mediated by the non-magnetic ion (oxygen).

Moreover, the hopping of the carriers from one Mn to another leads to an indirect

ferromagnetic exchange interaction between the localized spins (Double exchange).

Hence, if the carriers were localized, superexehange would dominatc.

2.6 Phase Diagram of Doped Manganites

Mixed valance manganitcs arc complex materials showing a rich variety of structural,

magnetic and electronic phases. Phase transition may be induced by changing the

composition, changing the temperature or >ometime~ by applying an external magnetic

field. Usually structural, magnetic and electronic pha'>e transition occurs

simuitaneousiy. Figure 2.5 shows the combined phase diagram of La,.,Ca,MnlOlO and

Lal.,Sr,MnJOIO [44]. With regard to magnetic and conducting properties the optimum

composition of both Ca and Sr.doped Lanthanum manganite is given by x=O.33. The

investigation regarded phcnomena, which are usually exp«ted to show a maximum

close to the ferromagnetic transition, namely magneto caloric effect and colossal

magnetoresistance. The phase diagram of La,.,Ca,Mn,Ow shows that curie

temperature of Lao67Ca(lllMnOj is about 260K. For Lao67SrOJjMnO} 1, is about

370K. It was anticipated that by preparing solid solutions between these compounds it

would be possible to tailor materials with a ferromagnetic transition temperature close

to room temperature thus having optimum magnetic and electricai properties at

ambicnt condition. At low temperature the resistivity is metallic, rising sharpl} while

going through the ferromagnetic transition. The resistivity in the case of Sr doping

remains metallic above the Curie temperature. The ferromagnetic transition in this

compound is accompanied by a metal-insulator transition as evidence by the resistivity
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rise and negative temperature oo-efficient of the resistivity in most compounds above

T,.

FM-I

AFM-I
,,

,,,,,,,,,,,,
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Figure: 2.5 Ivlagnetic and electric phase diagram of La1_xCa,MnO, (lap plale) and
UllxSrzfvlno.l(botiom plate).Magnetic and elec/ronic regions are indiroted as
follows: PM-I-paramagnetic inslll'ltor, PM-M-paramagnetic metal, FM-
I-ferromagnetic insulator, FM-M=frrrarnagnetic metal, AFM-M-
Imlijerromagnelic metal C_I_spin canted msulalor. Symbols in boxes refer to
structl/ral phaSl's(defined in text). Top plate adapted from Coey et. a! (1999)(29),
Schiffer et.al.(1995)[84}.bottarn plate adapted from Un/shibara et.aI.(1995)[38} and
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2.7 Double Excbange Model

2.7.1 Theory of double exchange model

Manganese oxides ",l1en doped become ferromagnetic metals and exhibit remarkable

magnetoresistive and metallic resistivity near the Curie temperature. This correlation

was explained by Zener [45-46], proposed that ferromagnetism arises from indirect

coupling among the manganese ion spins via the carriers, so calied doubie exchange

(DE) model. Zener has suggested a type of interaction between the spins of magnetic

ions which he named "double exchange". This occurs indirectly by means of spin

coupling to mobile electrons which travel from one ion to the nex!.

The physical properties of the doped perovskite manganite (LaMoO) involve a

complex interplay between the spin, charge and orbital degree of freedoms, which

strongly depends on the site of occupancy of the d-orbitals. The basic building of the

manganitcs is the Mn06 octahedra. In the cubic environment of the Mn06octahedron,

hybridization and electrostatic interaction with oxygen 2p electrons will create a

crystal field for the outer 3d electrons in MnJT. As the d_orbitals arc five fold

degenerate, so this crystal field affects the 5-fold degeneraq of d-elcctrons present in

free MoJ+ ions by spiitting the energy levels and forming lower-lying triply

degenerate t2. states and a higher doublet of e• .states [47,48). The energy difference

due to crystal field spiitting (CPS) between t2. and eg levels for LaMnOJ is

approximately 1.5 cV. Due to strong intra-atomic hund's coupling, all electrons of

Mn1+and Mn4+ are aligned parallel in the ground state, leading to a total spin of S~2

and S=3/2 respectively. All three outer electrons of Mn4+ oceupy the t2g sites, while

the extra electron of MnJ' is situated in one of the es level. The t2g orbitals overlap

relatively Hule with the P-orbitals of nearby oxygen atoms. So that the t2gelectrons

can be considered as forming a localized core spin (S=312). The Cgorbitals on the
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other hand overlap with the p-orbital of neighboring oxygen atoms. Although

strongly coupled ferromagnetically to the t:l. spin, the ;, electron (s=II2) is more

mobile and can hop bctween different Mn ions. Thus thc partial degeneracy oftbe 3d

orbitals has been removed by CFS.

The addition of divalent material in undoped LaMnOj changes the valence state of

some MnJ+ to Mn4+where there are three electrons in tl. statc and one electron in eg

state due to crystal field spliuing. As LaMnO) is an antiferromagnetic insulator, the

I f' I LJ+. 'h d'l ' ( C"S"B" )rep acement 0 tnva ent a Ions WIt any ,va enl cat Ions e.g. a , r, a- etc.

will change some Mn ions to Mn4+ state without electrons. The vacant eg state of

Mn4+makes it possible for eg electrons in surrounding 1\1nJ+ions to hop into the c.

state 1vfn4+as long as the localized t2gspins of the neighbouring MnJ+ and Mn4+ ions

are parallel. Zener interpreted feerromagnetism as arising from an indirect coupling

between "Incomplete d-shell" of MnJ+ and Mn4> via "Conducting electrons" of

oxygen as shown in figure 2.6.

'.
.,

Mn
3+

Mn

Figure: 2.6 Electron state of tiJeOIltennost 3d energy lew! of !lie MnJ+ and M,," io"s.

In thc parent compound LaMnO), the Mn ion is in 3+ state having c1ectronic

configuration 3<1 with three electrons occupy the t,• levels and are coupled 10 a core
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spin 5=312 by the strong intra atomic hund's coupling and the fourth electron

occupies one of the energetically degenerate eg orbitals. Zener noted that on doping

with a divalent ion on rare earth site, i.e. RE1.,AExMnO) (where, RE=rare earth and

AE=alkaline earth), the Mn ions become mixed valent with Mn fraction 'x' in the

tetravalent Mn4+ (3dl,t2g\t, 5=3/2) and 'I-x' in the trivalent Mnl+ (Jd4, t"l/egl, 5=2)

state. He considered a cluster formed from oxygen and two Mnl~ ions. The basic idea

of Double Exchange is that the configuration,

tpl =MnJ+-0- Mn4+

and tp2= Mn4+-0- Mnl+

are degenerate leading to a deloeaiization afthe hole on the Mn4+ site or electron on

the Mn'+ site.

'"

Mn o Mn o

Figure: 2.7 11lllstration of orbital o1'er!aps betll>eonMn t2g and Mn Os orbitals
Wlt/, ilP or!ntal of il neighboring a ion.
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The transfer of an electron occurs simultaneously from MnJ+ to d- and from 02- to

Mn<+, this process is a real charge transfer process and involves overlap integral

between Mn and 0 orbitals. Because of strong Hund's rule coupling JH, the transfer

matrix clement has finite value only when the core spins of the Mn ions are aligned

feITomagnetieally. The Hund's rule coupling of degenerate states lifts the degeneracy

and the system resonates between <PIand ~ if the core spins arc parallel, leading to

simultaneous occurrence of metallic conductivity and ferromagnetism. Zener made a

cstimation of electrical conductivity based on Einstein's relation and the diffusion

constant of a hole located at a Mn<+site which comes to be,

xc' (T<)0"----0' T

Where, cr= elcctrical conductivity, h = the Planck's constant, e = electronic charge, T,

=ferromagnctic transition temperature, x = concentration of Mn4+ ions and a = lattice

parametcr of Mn-Mn distance[49]. Zener's Model was based on the assumption that

the manganites are uniform and homogenous without any form of coexisting clusters

of competitive phases. In thc double exchangc model, Hund's coupling JH is

considered very large (in fact, Jw->t;o),Hund's coupling fOKes the spin of the carriers

to be parallel to the core spins. The minimization of the kinctic energy leads to

ferromagnetic aligrunent of the core spins. Thus the necessary condition for this

degeneracy (and hence, metallic conductivity) is that the spins of their respective d-

shells point in the same direction because the carrier spin doesn't change in the

hopping process and I-lund's coupling punishes ami-alignment of unpaired electrons.

The parallel coupling is of the order of magnitude of the hopping. Thus the doublc-

exchange coupling leads to fcrrmagnetism, and-the effective transfer integral can be

",rilten

t=tocos(eJ2)
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The double-exchange model is based on the BSswnptinn thai electron transfer takes

place with spin memory, and thc transfer Integral 10depends on the angle between the

adjacent core spins. An eleetron traveling from Mn4+ core with one spin direction 10

another Mn4+ come with a different spin direction causes a violation of Hund's first

rulc and energy is required to align the spins on the Mn site, where the electron arrives

since the electron transfcr is related to the angle between neighbouring magnetic

moments, the double-cxchange model cxplains why mixcd valence manganites show a

close relationship between transport properties and magnetism.

2.7,2 Importance of Double Exchange Model

The physical properties of the doped perovskitc manganites (LaMnO) involve a

complex interplay between the spin, charge and orbital degree of freedoms. Only

Double-exchange mechanism can explain the behaviour of manganite perovskites.

That's why it is very important Double exchange and subsequent theories can explain

the transport properties of manganitcs qualitatively.

In particular, magnetic properties are better deseribe<:lthan electric properties (there is

not a M-l transition for DE). But some manganltes, a hole doped La,.,Sr,MnOJ, are

metallic for the whole range of temperalures (figure 2.8). The fact is that lattice

distortions complete with the bandwidth and a large bandwidth (as is the case of Lal_

,Sr,MnOJ) implies a more efficlent double exchange interaction. In fact, Varma [50]

and. more recently, Lyanda-Geller el.a!. [51] have pointed out that Jahn-Teller

phonons are not necessary 10 gel the metal insulator transition and double exchange

plus disorder, which leads to localization as proposed.
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Figure 28: Temperature dependence of resistivity under zero magnetic field (solid
lines) and other 7 T (dotted lines) jor Lao,Mo.,if"fnOJ, wo,dCa,Pb)oj;MnOJ and
w(l.77Sro,dvinOJ [51/.

2.8 Intrinsic and Extrinsic Magnetoresistance

The PhysIcs of solids with strongly correlated electrons such as transition metal oxides

(TMO) [52-54] and related compounds appears to be dominated by states that are

micro,copical!y 3nd intrinsically inhomogeneous in certain range of temperatures and

charge carrier densities. In magnetism, it is customary to distinguish an intrinsic

property, which depends only on the bulk chemical composition and crystal structure,

from extrinsic properties that are governed by the sample size and microstructure, for

example, hysteresis is an extrinsic properl}. wherc as spontaneous magnetization is an

intrinsic property. Intrinsic properties are best measured on single crystal and epitexial

film. Magnetoresistance can be an intrinsic or extrinsic property. Intrinsic

magneto resistance is maximum close to the ferro-paramagnetic transition. The general

fonn of the magnetization and the resistivity of CMR materials are sho\Vll in figure

2.9.
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The aim of this section is to explain the difference between intrinsic and extrinsic

magnetoresistance and to illustrate how they can be distinguished from experimenL

Some results from the literature are used for exemplification.

When a magnetic field is applied, the peak on the resistivity moves toward bigher

temperature and dramatically decreases its height. The magnetic transition is

accompanied by a change in the behavior of the resistivity with tempenlture. The

system is metallic below the magnetic critical temperature T, (namely, dpldt>O) and

insulator (activated) in the paramagnetic region (dpldt<O). Approaching To from below

the resistivity increases dramatically sometimes by order of magnitude [55]'

For a single crystal there is negligiblc !'r1Rat low temperatures and with increasing

temperature there is increasing negative lI.1R. Correspondingly the magnetization show

a "'pid rise becausc of magnetic domain rotation at low applied field and a slow

approach toward saturation at higher fields. The variation in the magnetization at

various temperatures for the single crystal closely tracks the MR. Strongly suggesting

that the suppression of magnetic fluctuations is the origin of negative MR, in the

single crystal sample. Unlike the single crystal both polycryslalline samples (sintered

at 1300"C and 1700"C) exhibit a sharp drop in the resislanee at low fields followed by

a slower background negative lI.1R at higher fields. The sharp drop is greatest at the

lowest temperatures and decreases with increasing temperature.

2.8.1 Intrinsic Magnetoresistance

Many research groups suggcstcd that double exchange alone Is not sufficient to

explain the CMR. Besides this there are other mechanism-such as polaron formation

due to the strong electron-phonon coupling Or localized by spin fluctuations; this
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supposed to drive the metal-insulator transition. The balance between the two

competing mechanisms is very sensitive to an applied magnetic field that suppresses

spin fluctuations and enhances the ferromagnetic order. But the essential transport

meehanism[80j in the manganites has nO!yet been decided.

,.,. •,.
u ro

g ,..
... ~ <••• . "b •• ,- ~, ••., H'O--.. ~•• .;:5T/ I',,Ca"JoInO,•• .'00• •• '00 '00 '00 '" '00 m

T(K)

Figure 2.9 :Resistivity of single-cnjStalJine thin film Lao.Mo.3Mn03 in zero magnetic
field and in an rrpplied field of 5T. Tire grapl! s}wws also tile correspondmg
magneforesislimce. Adopled from Hundly d. al. [56].

Figure sho'~s the temperature dependence or the zero field and ""H = 5T resistivities

or a single-crystalline thin film Lao7CaoJMnOJ sample (data obtained from Hundley

cl.ul. [56]). The corresponding magnctoresistance, MR=PH!p.,-I,is shown in tlte same

graph. This sample has no internal grain boundaries so the magnetoresistive response

is tltererore entirely intrinsic.

Tlte thin film substance shows a metal to insulator transition coinciding with the

ferromagnetic to paramagnetic transition at the Curie temperature (250 K).
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Qualitatively the temperature dependence of the magnetoresislance can be explained

in terms of Zener's double-exchange mechanism. The simplest expression for

conductivity is 0""' ne[.!,where n is the number of carriers, and I! is there mobility. The

metal-to-insulator transition could thus originate from either a change of the number

of carriers or a change the mobility of the carriers. In the double-exchange theory the

change of hopping mobility is the dominant effect on thc conductivity. Below the

ferromagnetic transition temperature the spin system is ferromagnetieaHy ordered and

the probability for electron transfer is high. The zero-field resistivity shows metallic-

like tempenlture dependence with a positive slope. Around the curie temperarnre the

spin system becomes disordered because the thermal energy exceeds the

ferromagnetic exchange energy.

2.8.2 Extrinsic Magnetism

The polycrystaHinc sample exhibits a completely different behavior characterized by

t"o features I) Sharp increase of magneto resistance at low fields followed by 2) linear

background at higher fields. The slope of the high-field contribution is broadly

temperature independent. The low field magnetoresistance, which is often termed

LFMR(low field magnetoresistance), increases with decreasing temperature.

FoIlo"ing figure shows thc comparism of the temperature dependence of

magnetoresistance of a single crystalline manganile(an epitaxial thin film) with that of

a polycrystaUine thin film having the same composition(Laoo,Ca U JJ MnOJ).Data was

obtained from (Gupta et al.[57]).
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Fig2JO: Magneforesistance temperature o/poly-crystallinc (top for a change a/a 102
T versus pm1£l)and epitaxial (bot/om panel) thin film LaO.67.Ca03:Jvln03.b)
Magnetore5istance as a jlltu:tWn of applied field taken at 25 and 100 K. Adapted from
Gupla et a1.[57J.

Both samples show a magnetoresistancc maximum ncar the Curie temperature, which

can be ascribed 10 intrinsic magnctotransport (The CMR effect). For the epitaxial film

the magnetoresistance vanishes at low temperalures, as expected fur a single-

crystalline material. However, the polycrystalline film shows an increasing

magnetoresiSlance with decreasing temperature.
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Figure 2.10 shows the dependence of magneto resistance at two different tempera1ures

below the ferromagnetic transition temperature. It has been suggested by Gupta er. a1.

[57J and Li et al.[5S) that thc low field' magnctoresistance, which is observed in

polycrystalline manganites, is due to spin dependent scattering grain boundaries. In

ferroinagnetic metals the exchange energy splits the conduction band into majority and

minority carrier bands resulting in a spin imbalance at the Fenni Icvel [59J. In mixed-

valance manganites the majority and minority bands arc separated by an energy gap

arising from the strong intra-atomic coupling between the 3d c~ conduction electrons

and the 3d t~~core spins [60]' In the ferromagnetic state each grain in a polycrystallinc

manganite may constitute a single magnetic domain[57-59].

Thc polarized conduction elearons arc easily transferred bet\vccn Mn sites within a

magnetIc domain. However, an electron traveling across a grain boundary to an

adjacent grain may become subject to a strong spin-dcpcndcnt scattering leading to a

high 7.ero-field resistivity low external field can readily rotate the grain magnetization

into parallel configuration and thereby causc a significant drop in resistivity and low

field magnetoresistancc. Spin-dependent scattering of polarized conduction carries is

the dominant mechanism describing spin-valve eITects in metallic GMR multi layers

[61). Hwang el.al. [60] offered a different explanation to the low field

magnctoresistance effect observed below the Curle temperature. They compared the

magnetoresistive properties of single-crystalline and polycrystallinc U!o67SrOlJl\1nO.,

and also observed LFMR (low field magnetoresistancc lin the polycrystalline samples.

They suggested that the effect was due to spin-dependent tunneling hetween adjacent

grains separated by an insulating grain boundary consisting a tunnel barrier for the

spin-polari7.ed conduction electrons.

Spin dependent scattering or spin-dependent tunneling can explain the low-field

magnetoresistance but fail to explain the linear high-field magnetoresistance, Evetts
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el.ol. [62) suggested that the high field magnetoresistance is associated with a

magnetically mesoscopic disordered interface layer present in the vicinity of grain

boundaries (figure-2. I I) The transport mechanism-in the interface layer is the same as

in the bulk parts of the groins, but the layer has depressed Curie temperature and

magnetization, which could be caused by strain, defects and weakened or absent

bounds near the groin surface. The high-field MR could be related to alignment of

spins in the disordered inter-face layer.

r..--------------.-..,

j,
Bul~rq;ion

Figllre: 2.11 Schematic iIIllstration of gmin-bmmdary lransport ill a polycrystalline
mixed HI/ance mangalli/e. Eadl grain collslitllleS a single magnetic domain. TIle
collduction elecfTons show a higl, degree of t>pinpolan.:wtion !/Is/de the grains. l-Vhen
traveling across the grain bOlllldnry condllctirm electrons may be sllbjed to a strollg
spin-depe"dent scatterillg, wl,id, can be reduced if a low external magnetic field aligll5
lire mag,retizatioll5 of lire Iwa grains. Spill aligllment III the disordered sllrface layers
giL'!:5raise 10 Iligh-fie1d magnetoresistance.
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2.9 Transport properties of some polycrystalline materials

The grain boundary elTect on resistivity and magnetoresistance of some

polycrystalEne manganites compounds were reported very early by Volger et.

al.[63]:Jhe recent research was investigated by Hwang et al.[64] and Gupta et.

al.[65]'These authors compared the magnetoresistance and magnetization of

Lac"7SrOllMnOl singlc crystals and polycrystalline ceramics[64] and

Lac.67CaollMnO] respectively. Both investigation found that the resistivity and

magnetoresistance depend on microstructure [66].
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Figure: 2.12 Tap panel: zero field re~ishl'ity of LnO.67$rO.JJMIJ03silJgle crystal alld
po/yaystllls tiS a flllldwlI of lemperallm. Bot/om panel: magnetizalirm of tile sample
115 afimctiolJ of tempe-ratllre mell511redat B-0.5 T. The inset slwws thefield-dependent
magnetizatiOIJat 5tlnd 280K(reproduced from Hwang d. 01.[64]).
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Figure 2.13 : Magnewresistmlu data of tile single mjs/al rmd polycryslalline samples
:panels (a)(c) and(e)are tile normalized reslst;Tlily p/po as afimction of magnetic Judd.
po denotes the zero-field resistivity. Panels (b)(d) and (f):magnelic field dependence of
tlte normaliud magneh'wtion (reprodl1~d frOIll Hwang et. 01.(64)).

Figure 2.12 shows the 7cro-lield resistivity ami lhe magnetization afthe s.amples as a

function of temperalUl". "''here the low temperature resistivity depends strongly on

the microstructure, the magnetization ofthrcc samples is virtually identical. The effect

of the grain boundaries OnIhe magnetoresislance is more dramatic. Figure 2.13 shows

the investigation of some samples of field..{jcpcnclent resistivity and magnetization.

Where the single crystal shows a magnetoresistance is linear in magnetic field and
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there is a sharp drop of resistivity in polycrystalline samples at low magnetic field and

a linear dependence at higher magnetic field. The magnitude of the low-field

magnetoresistance increases with decreasing temperature in contrast to the intrinsic

magnetoresistanee, that has a maximum near the Curie temperature and decreases with

decreasing temperature. These results cannot be explained hy the intrinsic

magnetoresistance alone. Hwang et.al. [64] suggested that thc low-field

magnetoresistance in polycrystalline samples is due to spin polarized tunneling

between misaligned grains.

2,10 Electron-Phonon Coupling and Jahn-Teller Distortion

The Double exchange and subsequent thoories can only explain the transport

properties of manganites qualitatively. However it overestimates the cune temperature

of most manganites, can not describe the huge magnitude of the CMR effect,

underestimates the resistivity values in the paramagnetic phase by several orders, and

ean.t account for the existcnce of various antiferromagnetic phases, charge/orbital

ordering, phase separatinn scenario and strong lattice effects/anomalies seen

experimentally due to its inherent limitation for several manganites Millis el. 01.( 1995)

[67] incorporated the idea that double exchange alone doesn't explain the resistivity of

Lal.,Sr,MnO). Their argument hinges mainly on an estimate of the curie temperature

in a pure double exchange model which comes out to be an order of magnitude large.

~lillis ef.al. cakulated the resistivity within th" double-exchange model including spin

nuctuations and found that resistivity decreases below T, and a positive

magnetoresistance above To. both features in oontradiction to the experimental results.

Millis el.al.[72] argued that the electron-phonon coupling due to the dynamic Jallll-

Teller distortion plays an important role, and that a strong interplay between electron-
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phonon coupling, including charge localization, and Hund's coupling, generating a FM

metallic phase, ISresponsible for thc observed properties of manganites [68-71],

The strong e-ph coupling in manganites is mainly caused by the Jahn-Teller effect of

Mn)+, The JT effect causes local distortion of the crystal structure in which some of

the Mn-G bonds become shorter and other longer. This breaks the local cubic

symmetry, splits the degeneracy ofthc eg levels on that site. By occupying the orbital

with the lo•••est energy, the e, electron can become effectively self-trapped to form

together with the surrounding deformed lattice a quasi-particle called lattice polaron or

Jahn-Teller polaron. This transport of lanice and spin distortions is also called as

magnetic polaron. Calculation by Millis et. at. [68,15,72,73] predict the localization

of charge carriers by temporal and spatial 11 distortions around and above T,. This

would lead to the observed activated resistivity behavior in the paramagnetic base

below To. the self-trapping of carriers ends leading to a relaxation of the lattice and an

enhancement of the conductivity. In this theory both IT coupling and DE are needed to

explain the properties in the various magnetic phases. This leads to the prediction of

lower more correct To values, and can explain the high resistivity and large CMR

effect in manganites. The close agreement bet\veen the theoretical predictions and the

experimental evidence strongly indicates that the lattice effects in CMR materials are

caused by the existence of small magnetic. Jahn-Teller polarons above 1"< and melting

of these entities below To. In this theoretical picture, the properties of manganites like

the value of T" the magnitude of the CMR effect and whether the ground state

becomes or stays insulating, depends on the relative strength of DE mechanism and

the electron-phonon coupling, which is determined mainly by the nominal hole

concentration x. There are various other theories/models e.g. Vibmnic Model of

Goodenough (1997) [74], Bi-polaronic Model of Alexandrov (1999) [19J,

Magnetoimpurity theory ofNagaev (2001) [20] etc. that explains some a"pect or the
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other of doped pcrovskite manganites, but satisfactory theory of manganese is still

lacking.

Jahn. Teller distortion

The basic building block of the manganites are the Mn06 octahedra[75].\n the cubic

environment of the Mn06 octahedron, hybridization and electrostatic interaction with

oxygen 2p electrons will create a crystal field for the outer 3d electrons in MnJ+ five-

fold degeneracy state present in free Mn1+ ions due to erystal field forms lower lying

triply degenerate states and higher doublet of eg states. The low-l}ing t,. triplct

consists of the d"", d,z and d", orbitals. The higher energy eg doublet consists of the d/.

/ and dj/'; orbitals. Their lobes point in the direction of the 02- ions, "hich raises

their energy because of the stronger eoulombic repulsion of the Mn06 octahedra in

doped LaMnOJ. The energy difference due to crystal field splitting (CFS) between t2g

and c. lcvels for LaMnOj is approximatel} 15eY. Due to strong intra-atomic Hund's

coupling, all electrons of Mn]+ and Mn4+ are aligned parallel in the ground state,

leading to a total spin of5=2 and 5=3/2 respectively. The t2gorbitals overlap relatively

little with the p-orbitals of nearby oxygen alOms, and fonning a localized core spin

5=312. The eg orbital on the other hand overlap with the p-orbitals of neighbouring

atoms. Although strongly coupled Ferro magnetically to the 11. spin, the electron

(5=1/2) is more mobile and can hop bet"een diftcrent Mn ions. Thus the partial

degeneracy of the 3d orbitals has been removed by CF5. The lattice motion usually

brcaks the remaining degeneracy.

This lifting of degeneracy due to the orbital lattice interaction is pronounced as Jahn~

Teller co-operative effect. This effect tends 10 occur spontaneously because the energy
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penalization of the laniee distortion grows as the square of that distortion, while the

energy splitting of the otherwise degenerate orbitals is linear. This distortion can be

estimated by the so-called Goldschimidt tolerance factor.

Here r is the size of the different Mn, A, B and 0 ions in the system, r= I for a cubic

lalliee and decreases as the difference in size between A and B increases. For oxides

and fluorides the perovskite structure types are stable in the range 1.02::1<:.0.77.

-Iilting the octahedra can be measured with distortion of the Mn-O-Mn bond angle e-

8=180' for cubic symmetry. For particular composition, a can be the range: from 150'

10 180'. ThIs distortion affects the conduction band which appears as hybridization of

the p-level of the oxygen and e~ levels of the Mn, which in tum depends on the

geometric arrangement of the ions. rhe larger the overlap, the wider the band orbital

overlapping decreases with the distortion and the relation between the bandwidth N

and 0 has been estimated as N '" cos"9 [76].

Bandwidth is closcly related to the magnitude of the critical temperature To that could

be increased by chemical pressure. Two parnmeters are important here, the mean value

of the cat ion sizes <r,\,'B> and its variance, a<rAIB>2= <r",,'B>_<rN6>2. The main

result is that a decrease of the cation disorder implies an increase of the critical

temperature.!n the ideal case "'=0 and a To as large as 520K could be achieved.

Another cause of disorder is the larger size of Mnl+ (--.{l.72)with respect to Mn4•

(--.{l.5).This leads to a breathing distortion mode as shown In figure.



Figure: 2.14:Q2 and Q3 are the two falm-Teller nwdes of distortion of the oxygen
oclahedm associated to the splilling of the Cg le1Jelsof Mn'+.these particular cases
com!ipOnd to Q2>Oand QJ>O.Ql is the breathing diMortwn that OCCllTS the different
size of Mn4+ and Mn'+.

For instance a QJ mode favours the occupancy of an orbital elongate on the Z-

direction (d),2/). The interaction between the Jahn-Teller distortion modes and

orbitals is called <:o-operative Jahn-Tcller. When the carriers have certain mobility, the

distortion of MnJ> and Mn'. ions are random and change with time. Therefore,

electron-phonon coupling arises and in facl, Roder et. al. [77] claimed that it is

necessary 10 take account of the lattice vibrations to explain the change in the

curvalUre of the resistivity close to T,. Moreover, due to large Hund's coupling,

magnetic polar ions can also be formed [78].

It is well kno"l1 that manganese perovskite present structural phase transitions for

small values ofx. Tbc structure is rbombohedral at high lemperature and orthorhombic

with the lattice parameter (V2<lQ.v2an,.hau)superstructure of the elementary cubic

perovskile cell al low temperalure. The critical temperature of this transition is -700

K for x = 0 and decreases to 0 for x = 0.2. Asamitsu el. af. [79J :'>ho"ed that thi~

lransilion could be externally controlled by application of a magnetk field implying of

a large spin-lattice <:oupling.
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Definition: Jabn-TeUer distortion

The Jhan-Teller effect causes local distortion of the crystal structure in which some of

the Mn-O bonds become shorter and other longer [80,81]. This breaks the local cubic

symmetry and splits the degeneracy of the c. levels on thai site. By occupying the

orbital with the lowest energy, the Cg electron can become effectively self-trapped to

form together with the surrounding derormed lattice a quasi particle called laltice

polaron or Jahn-Teller polaron.

2.11 Types of magnetoresistance and tbeir mecbanism

A Classit1cation of magnetoresislancc phenomenon is based on the distinction familiar

in magnetism belween intrinsic properties such as anisotropy constants, which depend

only on the crystal structure composition and purity, and extrinsic properties such as

cocrcivity which depend on the structure on a mesoscopic or microscopic length

scales.

Some classes ormagnctoresistance are:

AMR _Anisotropy Magnetoresistance

GMR - Giant Magnetoresistance

PMR - Powder Magnctoresistance

BMR _Ballistic Magnetoresistance

CMR -Colossal Magnetoresistancc

IMR - Intcrgrain Magnctoresistance

TMR - Tunneling Magneloresistance

EMR _Extraordinary Magnctoresistance

VLMR _Very Large Magnetoresistance.
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Some of their brief with the mechanism are given below:

2.11.1 Anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR)

AMR effect is the change in resistance seen when the current flowing throw a sample

changes from being parallel to the internal magnetization to being perpendicular to it

resistance is high when current is parallel (or anti parallel) to the field and low when

field and current are orthogonal. The dependence of the AMR effect is given by [82J.

Where,

RtoI= is the total electrical resistance

Rm,"= is the minimum electrical resistance

AR"""= is the incremental AMR resistance

'I'=is the angle between the current flow direction and

magnetization direction in the material.

2.11.2 Giant magnetoresistance (GMR)

GMR is nothing but bearing the behavior of materials ha~ing alternating layers of

ferromagnetic and nonmagnetic materials. GMR effect in the change in resistance in

the magnetic multiplayer that occurs with a change in the relative directions of

magnetization betwccn layers. The GMR has also been observed in variety of

inhomogeneous granular (duster and alloys) system predominately comprised of Fe.

Co, NI and their various alloys in Co, Ag and Au matrices. In granular magnetic

systems, where small ferromagnetic grains (e.g. Fe, Co, NI etc.) arc embedded in an

Insulating matrix, the macroscopic properties depend on the metallic volume fractIon

'x', the grain size and intergranular distance. When the relative orientation of grain is
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antiparaJlel, it results in a minimllItl in conductance. When antiparallel grams are

forced to be parallel by the application of a magnetic field, conductance increases and

results in large magnetoresistance, On the other. hand, in magnetic multilayers spin

dependent scattering (SOS) at the interface Is responsible for the GMR eRect. The

GMR relics all the fact that electron spin is conserved over a distances of up to several

lens of nm, which is greater than the thickness of a typical multi layers, i.e. electric

current in the trilayer flows in two channels, one correspondillg to electrons with spin

up projection and the other to electrons with spin down projection [83]. Since the t

and J. spin channels are independent (Spin is cnnserved) they can be regarded as two

wires conlle<:tedin parallel. Matt hypothesi~ed that the electric current in FM metal is

carried independently in two conduction channels that correspolld predominately 10

the spin-up and spin-down Sop electrons. The spin up channel aclS as a shunting

current, lowering the resistivity of the complete stack of layers found considerable

compared to when the moments are antiparaUel. As a result the conduction'e1ectrons

with spin parallel to Ihe materials magnetization move freely, while the molion of

those electrons with antiparalJel orientation is implied via collusions with the atoms in

the material. The dependence orThe GMR effect is given by [84].

R,,,,=R",Ot+ll.RS""sin('1'12)

Where,

R'ot= is the total electrical resistance( tens of ohm)

R",i,=is the minimum electrical resislance

ll.R"mr=isthe incremental GMR resistance

and '1'=which varies bem-een n:and -n radius is the angle between the

magnetization directions in the storage and sensing la}ers.
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The GMR features lire:

-Requires two materials

-Dcpends on relative orientation of two magnetization.

-magnetoresiSlJlJ1ce ratio of about 6%

__read_access times of below 50 ns were achieved for MRAM with GMR

materials,

-low sense signaL

--magnetic cell would not work with sense lines narrower than about l!J.m.

--there is a Jimitto how quickly the magnetization can change diroxtions with

distance.

2.12 Envisaged Applications ofmanganites

Perovskite manganites have a large potential for applications based on their various

physical and chemical properties [85-87]. The magnctic field sensitivity of the

transport properties, the strong metal insulator transition at the curie temperature, the

clcctric field polarizibility of the material and its subsequent effect on the transport

properties, the half mctallicity of the electronic bands, etc. arc properties of rare earth

manganites that could be exploited in a variety of dcvices. Based on their properties, a

number of dcvlces arc dcscribed below:

Thc magnctorcsistance of manganites might be used in magnctic sensors,

magneto resistive read heads, and magnctoresistive random acceS5 memor). Magnetic

sensors can be made from eIther thin films or single crystals and can be used to sense

thc magnitude of a magnetic tield in one or several directions by choosing the right

crystal form and dc-magnetization factor. With a high density of grain boundaries and

in tunnel spin valve structures a good low field magnetoresistive response will

observed.
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CHAPTER 3

SAMPLE PREPERATION AND EXPERIMENTAL
TECHNIQUES

3.1 Introduction

The method of sample preparation, experimental techniques and characterization

process are discussed in this chapter.

3.2 Material synthesis and sample preparation

The most commonly used method for the preparation ofmanganites samples are given

below:

LSoJid-state reaction method

2.50IuI;01l method

3.Melt quenched or glass ceramic method

4.Thio film method

Solid-state reaction method

The present investigation is based on solid-stale reaction method, in which occurs

when the interacting materials have the gradients in chemical or electrochemical

potential. temperature and surface free energy. In this reaction method atomic

difTusion is very important. Such diffusion is very slow at nonnal temperatures

because the entropy change is very small, for this all the solid"state reactions are

exothennic in nature. The flow of atoms or ions or electrons from one equilibrium site

to another is the phenomenon of diffusion in crystalline solids. In this reaction method,

appropriate amounts of two or more chemical compounds are carefully ground
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together and mixed thoroughly in a mortar or pestle or ball mills with acetone for

homogenization. Ground powders are then calcined in air or in oxygen at a

temperature above 1137K(900°C) for several hours to remove the unwanted oxides

presents in the chemicals. Then they are reground and reheated. This process is

continued until the mixture is converted in to the correct crystalline phase. Calcination

is the heating process for the mixture of appropriate materials to convert into the

correct crystalline phase. This heating process is done not less than

1173K(900"C).This calcined materials arc then ground to fine powders and palletized

in a hydraulic press. Sintering technique has been used to study the physical properties

in the densified solid i.e. better densification solid is very important. After sintering

the compact solid bccomes more homogeneous and free from unreacted impurities.

During sintering there is a great reduction in surface free energy arising from the

reduction in total surface area. The sintering temperature is-1273K-1673K(lIOO°C)

and sintcring time is-5 hours.

3.3 Process for the preparation of present sample

The present polycrystalline bulk samples werc prepared using the conventional soJid-

state reaction technique. High purity powder of La2D, (99.9%), SrCD) (99.9''/o)and

Mn20) (99.9%) were well mixed in a fixed amount and grounded in a ceramic mortar

pestle for 3 to 4 hours in dry acetone media, then calcined at II OO"cin air in a heating

furnace for 24 hours. The grinding and heating process were repeated for three times.

After 72 hours oftolal calcinations. the powder was ground until it become finer. The

calcined powder was pressed in to pellets of 12-mm diameter and 1-2 mm thick under

a pressure of 12000 PSI for I to 2 minutes using a hydraulic press. The pellets was

again placed in a boat and inserted into a furnace for sintering and oxidation at 1573K
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(I 100°C) in the furnace in air atmosphere. The temperature ramp was lifCJmin for

both cooling and heating.

Methodology

The DC ele<:trical resistivity for various polycrystalline samples was measured from

room temperature down to liquid nitrogen temperature using standard four-probe

method. The temperature dependence of resistivity, p(mO cm)at zcro applied magnetic

field for various polycrystalline samples and the corresponding bchaviour in presence

of 0.7 T applied magnetic field have been investigated in the temperature range 78K to

300K.

3.4 Characterization Technique

After the preparation of the samples, they nccd to bc characterized in different ways to

study their physical properties. It would provide the necessary feedback to improve the

method of preparation ofthc grown materials. In the present investigation, powdcr X-

ray diffraction was employed to characterize homogenization and other physical

properties of the crystalline powder.

3,5 X-ray diffraction :Lattice planes and Bragg's law

X-rays are the electromagnetic radiation with typical photon energies in the range of

lOOeV-IOOKcV.For diffraction, only short wavelellgth X-ray(hard X-rays) ill the

range of a few angstroms to O.! A(lKeV 120KeV) are used. Because the wavelength

of X-rays is comparable to the size of atoms, they are ideally suited for probing

struclllraJ arrangement of atoms and molecules ill a wide range of materials. The
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energetic X-rays can penetrate deep into the materials and provide information about

the bulk structure.

X-rays primarily interact with electrons in atoms. When X-ray photons collide with

electrons, some photons from the incident beam will be denected way from the

direction where they originally tmveL Diffmcted waves from different atoms can

interfere with each other. If the atoms are arranged in a periodic fashion, as in crystals,

the diffracted waves will consist of sharp interference maxima (peaks) with the same

s)1llmetry as in the distribution of atoms .

•••• •~. • ••• ,J.•••• •••• • •••• :1"••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••Brali:I:'sLaw
~)

Figure 3.1: Bragg's lall' of diffractIOn (a) Different fon11Sof lal/ice plans (/J )DiffractWm
from afams.

The peaks in an X-ray diffraction panern are directly related to the atomic distances.

Let uS consider an incidelll X-ray beam interacting with the atoms arranged in a

periodic manner, as showo in !Igure. "Ihe atoms, forming different sets of planes in the

crystal. for a given set of lattice plane with an inter-planar distance of d, the condition

for a diffraction (peak) to occur can be simply written as

2dhklSinfl=n1.

dhkl=-nlJ2Sinfl
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which is known as Bragg's law. In this equarion, A is the wavelength of the X-ray.l! is

the scattering angle, and n is an integer representing the order of the diffraction peak.

The Bragg's law is one of most imponant laws used for interpenetrating X-ray

diffraction data.

3.6 Apparatus used for the present investigation

The apparatus which is commonly used for the present investigation are described as

follows:

The liquid nitrogen cryostat

A liquid nitrogen cryostat was designed for the purpose magnetoresistive

measurements. A schematic diagram of the liquid nitrogen cryostat is shown in figure.

It is made up of nonmagnetic concentric stainless still tubes. It consists of two parts

(an upper part and a lower part). Each part consists of three concentric tubes of the

three different dimensions. The outer diameter of the upper part of the cryostat is 7.6

cm and inner diameter is 3.2 em. The outer diameter of the lower part is 3.8 em and

inner diameter is 3.2 em. it has three dmmbers; outer chamber is called vacuum

chamber. the middle one is cryogen (liquid nitrogen) chamber and the inner most

chamber is sample space. It is structured in such a way that the lower part of the

cryostat can easily move between the pole pieces of the locally fabricated

electrornagneL
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Figure: 3.2. Scliematic diagram of the Liquid nitrogen cryostat.

Electromagnet

The electromagnet IS used for magnetoresislJlnce measurement as a function of

temperature. (liquid nitrogen temperature to room temperature) and magnetic field.

lhe schematic diagram of electromagnet used in lhe experiment is shown in figure

3.3. In the configuration of electromagnet, commercial milled still bar for the body

and sot! iron cylindrical rod for the pole pieces was used. The pole pieces "ere of9.2

em diameter and the pole gap vaned from 0 to 10 em. The curren! generated a de

magnetic field about 0.86 T in a pole gap of3.8 em.
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Figure: 3.3 schemalic diagram of the electromagnet. Present investigation is shown in
G 9.7.

I.• ."..,.'

, 10

e.-(A) " 20

Figllre: 3.4 Sllllil'S tI>e(lariMwll of magnelic field liS nfllnctioll of CIIrrent t1'lth Cfmstnnl
pole gap 3.8 em.
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Description of sample rod

This sample probe is used for four point resistance measurements. For the

magnetorcsistance measurements we applied magnetic field in the sample space. The

schematic diagram of the sample rod used for the present experiments shown in figure

3.5 and also the calibration curve of the carbon glass resistor is shown in figure 3.6 .

• v

c-.:tiag wire
(SDJ.I"" w...rwir
:'ilua,le

Figure :3.5 Schenw.tic diagram of the sample holda.

The van der pauw method

c
-----

A
Figure :3. 6 The fourelectriCllI conlaels on t!le circumstances of 1Mdisc slw.ped sompks.
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Figurc 3.6 shows the physical representation of vander pauw techniques. II is based on

four point measurements. There are four contacts on the circumference of the disc

shape sample. For a fixed temperature, the resistance RAD,CD as the potential difference

Vo-Vc between the contacts D and C per unit current T"'B through the contacts A and

B. Tlie current enters in the sample through the contact A and leaves it through B. Thc

measurement will complete successfully if the certain conditions are fulfilled:

The contacts should be on the circumference of the sample.

The contacts should be sufficlently small

The sample is to be homogeneous and Ihin relative 10Ihe other dimensions.

The surface of the sample is to be singly connected, i.e. Ihe sample doesn't have

isolated holes.

Then,

Analogously we define,

R =V,,-V,
8('.'" .

""

3.1

3.2

The relation bet"'een RAB,cD and R",.:,"A on which the Vander pauw method is based

ml+exp(--R _ )=1P /1(,DA
3.3

Where,

d = the thickness of the uniform disc shaped >amplc

p =the resistivity of the materials
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If d and the resistances R",B,(:1land Rac,oA knO\\lO,then in eqllation (3.4),p can be

measured. Tn the general case, it is not possible to express p explicitly in known

functions. The solutions can, however, be written in the fonn,

mi R +R R -p<n = _( AIl,CD K,DA) f( AIlU»

In 2 2 Roc,DA

Where f is a function only oflhe ratio RAB.CDonly satisfYthe relation

3.4

cosh { (RAB•CD I RBC,DA) -I
(RAB,CD I R""n<) + I

In2 I In2,-}=-exp-
f 2 f

3.5

Assuming R.••.R,CDI RB<,IlA= Q (3.5) becomes

Q-1 =

Q+I
I, 2f arc cosh {

cxp(ln21 f)
2 } 3.6

A plot of this function is shown in figure:

~

'-
'" "'"

• I , Sial 51011

-. ~NiCJ)I8.Bf,~

, ,,'

••,
"r
!

Figure: 3: 7 The fimd;on of f(Q) for delennining the res;sti.vity of the sample .
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.11NTRODUCTION
In the present research work our approach was to study the (La, Sr) Ruddlesden-

Popper series with doping by lanthanum LaJ+ of the Strontium Sr' i.e. electron doping
so that the valence oflhe Mn would decrease from 4. Our present investigation is the

layered compound for n-=3members and x=().5, 1.0,2.0,2.5.

The results of DC electrical measurements including phase transitions, resistivity and

magnetoresistance were measured from room temperature down to liquid nitrogen

temperature both in zero field and in an applied magnetic field of O.7T.

Magnctoresistance (MR) measurements were carried out and the MR behavior was

discussed as a function of magnetic field both at room temperature and at liquid

nitrogen temperature. Activation energies for these polycrystal1ine samples were also

calculated.

4.2 X-ray diffraction analysis

X-ray diffraction was carried out with an X-ray diffractometer using MoKll radiation

(Jc=O.71069A).The diffraction study indicated that the crystal structure of the bulk

samples were of single phases with orthorhombic pemvskitc structure having the

lattice paramcter a=22.68 A, b=5.07 A, c=5.85 A.Table-4.1 gives the comparative

peak position observed for polycrystalline samples (La-D)n+IMnoO)n+l

(n=3,D~Sr).The observed positions of the diffractioo peaks are almost identical and

thus confinned the homogeneity of all the samples. Table 4.2 shows the interplanner

distance d of each samples. which was measured by the Bragg's Jaw of di [fraction

n Jc=2dhkl sinO

d""r=(nW 2sine
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X-my diffraction pattern also indicates that the structure of the scnes polyerystalline

samples has not noticeable change for various doped manganite systems.

411

an ,r:::l ~ SrLsLal.l,MnJOIO

OJ \./ .\,\~IA",~~,;...,.,,",
\ j ~ Sru,l.a2oMnJOIO

\.JJI~yJ".o~/A'!f'"\",,\,.•\J,\,~'

V ll\,k"..,,\.J
\>A~)~~~';:'~:::::"

14 18 12 26 30 34 38 42 46 50 54

Figure 4.1 X-ray diffmction pat/ern for vario"s polycrystalline samples
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Table: 4.1 X-ray diffraction peak positions for various polycrystalline samples.

X-ray diffmction peak position 29(degree)
Samples

," ," ," 4. ". 6. 7. ,"
SrJjLao,MnjOtu 14.4() 17.20 20.56 25.60 29.56 3320 36.20 39.60

I
SrJOLa[oMn)OlO 14.56 17.96 20.76 25.60 29.76 33.56 36.80 39.80 I

I
Sr20La!oMnJO,o 14.52 17.% 20.76 25.40 29.56 33.20 36.48 39.68 I,
Sr[jLa2jMnjOJO 14.40 17.76 20.72 25.40 29.56 33.24 36.60 39.60 I,
Table:4.2Interplanner distance for various polycrystalline samples.

Samples 1" '" , 4' , 6' 7 ,
SrJ~LauMn,OlO 2.83520 2.27654 1.97601 1.62139 1.479n 1.39108 1.24454 1.18498

SruLa,..Mo,O •• 2.81189 2.27654 1.9nZI 1.61383 1.47919 1.39291 1.24200 1.17811

SruLa~oMn,O" 2.81189 2.27654 1.9722t 1.6\383 1.479n I.39291 1.24200 1.l8498

Sr,~J..a'-5Mo,O" 2.83520 2.30971 1.97597 1.6l321 1.47919 1.39108 1.24200 1.18498
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4.3 DC Electrical resistivity

Figure 4.2(a,b) and 4.3(a,b) shows the resistivity(mil em) behaviour as a function of

temperature(K) for the samples SrJ51..avsMnJO,o, SrJ "La] oMnJOw, Sr2.oLa2oMnJOIO

and Sr, ,La25MnJOIOat OTand 0.7 T respectively.

v,'hen the temperature is de;;reasing from room temperature the resistivity IS

increasing upto a certain point but below this temperature the resistivity of the samples

is decreasing with decreasing temperature. This indicates that the behaviour of the

material is changes from paramagnetic insulator to ferromagnetic metal [3,4] around a

typical temperature, which is called the metal-Insulator transition temperature.

The transition between ferromagnetic metallic and the paramagnetic insulatiog states

in the manganltes S4-,La,.MnJOIO is characterized by a maximum in the electrical

resistivity, which decreases in an applied magnetic lield because oflhc suppression of

spin fluctuations.

The metal-insulator (M-I) tr.ll1sition temperature of the samples is 133,139,147, 175K,

respe;;tively in zero fields. The corresponding transition temperatures for these

sampks are found 139,150,156,188 K respectively in an applied magnetic field of

0.71.
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Fgure 4.2:(a),Resistivrfy VS. temprrature for sample Sr35u>o,sMn301o, and (I:I)res15til'ity
1'5. temperature for sample STJ.oLal.OMn30w. at 0 T and 0.7 T applied ma:.;netic field.
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Fgmf 4.3:(<<) Resistiuih} vs. temperature for sample Snolil2.oMnJOw and (b)resistivity
us. tempemture for sample Sfl5I.msMn301Oat 0 T and 0.7 T applied magnetic field.
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Figure 4.4: Compamtit>e ftah1re of resistivity vs. temperature curve for sample
SrJ.5Ulo.5Mn30w, ST3ow1.oMnjOw, S'21JW2.oMn30w and Srl.5La2slv1n.JOIO at OT
and 0.7 T applied magnetic field.

This variation of M-I transition temperature can be explained in terms of the doping

the divalent Sr with trivalent La of different values of x, which causes a conversion of

MnJ+ to Mn4+. It has been seen that Sr is non-magnetic und when Sr is replaced by La

the transition temperature increases favoring metallic phase. Replacement of Sr with

La. non-magnetic Sr is reduced and the concentration of La is increased. Redllction of

~on-magne{ic Sr may enhance M-I lramilion temperature, [he ferromagnetic to

paramagnetic phase transition. For different values of x (0.5, I .0,2.0,2.5), where x is

increasing the concentration of Sr is decreasing and the corresponding M-[ transition
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ternpern1ure is increasing. The M-I transition may be explained with the interaction

mechanism between Mn ions.

In the case of undoped SrMnOJ the Ionic composition is Srl+Mn'+O/. The eiectronic

configuration of neutral Mn atom is 3d'4s'. If trivalent rare earth La atom is

substituted by a divalent cation such as Sr, the following compound S/+Mn 4+OJ with

the Mn valence 4+ will be obtained. Thus, the Mn ion in the SrMnOJ compound will

have 3-d eleetrons. The manganites SrMn0J is antiferromagnetic insulators. For a

partial substitution, La,_,SrxMnOJ (O<x<I), the manganese ions become mixed valent,
,. ,

manganese fraction x in the tetravalent state Mn (3d) and (l-x) in the trivalent state

H •Mn (3d), La'_xSrxMn,Mn].,O] i.e. doping causes the conversion of a proportion

J+ 4+
numberofJ\1n to Mn .

In the case of triple layered manganites Sr4_xLa,MnJOIO,when trivalent La ion IS

substituted in place of divalent Sr the charge neutrality is disturbed. To attain neutral

charge configuration a part of Mn valency changes from 3+ to 4+ in the following

manner and results the higher transition temperature.

S HL *M *M ~O ~r...... a, D, D3-. 10

There is a mixed valent state of (x) and (3-x), x for trivalent and 3-x for telravalcnt

state. And a double exchange interaelion [I] occurs within these states. When the

doping level is increasing the concentration of MnJ+ is increasing and the proportion

of non-magnetic Sr is decreasing. The conduction electron fmm MnJ+ state jump to

oxygen p-orbital and from oxygen p-orbitai to J\1n4+state. This metal-insulator (M-I)

transition may be explained with the interaction mechanism between the manganese

ions. Natures of the couplings are ferromagnetic when the interaction is in between
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Mnl+ and Mn'+ ions, Ferromagnetic or antiferromagnet!c behaviour ames for

intemction between Mnl+ to Mnl+ and antiferromagnetic behaviour an5e5 for

interaction between Mnl+ to Mn4•.

Thus doping the insulating materia!, in which Mn'. exist, with the divalent ion Sr

causes the conversion of a proportional number of Mnl+ to Mn4•. Because of strong

Hund's coupling, the electronic configurations are Mnl.(t2/egl) and Mn'.(t2g'egl).

The presence of Mn'., due to the doping enable the eg electron of Mnl+ ion to hop to

(he neighboring Mn'~ ion via double exchange which mediates ferromagnetism and

conduction.

!n the present investigation the M,I transition temperature increase due 10 the external

magnetic field, because of the suppression of spin fluctuations with the applied

magnetic field in the paramagnetic region above Tp. The external magnetic field

enhances spin order that ultimately decrease the resistivity and results higher transition

temperature.

Table: 4.3 M-I transition temperatures Tp both at OT and at 0.7 T applied magnetic
field for various polycrystalline samples.

Samples Tran!moo TransitioD Resistivity Resistivity
temperature(K) temperature(K) (mnem) (mn em)
Without field With field Without field With field

'T O.7T 'T O.7T

SrJ5Lllcl,MnJOw 134 139 26405.50 25460.04

SrJ.OLaIOMnJOIO 139 ISO 3017.74 2721.73

SrJoLa.!,oMnJOIO 147 156 2478.90 2203.86

Sr, jLa2~,OIO 175 188 1031.73 983.71
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In these polycrystalline samples there is a relation between the concentration of MnJ+

state and the transition temperature. From the previous investigation it has been seen

that conduction electrons in Mn1+ state are responsible for interaction mechanism. Due

to doping there is a mixed valence manganites of MnJ+ and Mn4+.When the doping

level increases the concentration ofMn1+ ion is increases. The hopping of e~electrons

from MnJ+ to Mn4
+ is also increases which ultimately c.auses higher transition

temperature and mediates the ferromagnetism. According to higher concentration of

HMn ion the transition temperature is increasing i.e. favouring the metallic behaviour.

4.4 Magnetoresistance as a function of applied magnetic field

The magnetoresistance MR is defined as,

MRo/o=- p(H)-p(O) x 100
p(O)

v,'here p(H) and p(O) are the resistivities in the presence and absence or magnetic

field, respectively.
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Figure 4.5: Magnetoresistance as a function of magnetic field at room temperature for
various polycrystalline samples sintered at IIOO'C for 5 hour
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Figure 4_6: Magnetoresistance (MR) as a function of magnetic field at 78k for various
polycrystalJine samples sintered alllOO°C for 5 hour.
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The MR as a function of magnelic field for all the samples was obtained at room

tempemrure and ill liquid nitrogen temperature, Room temperature MR is found to be

very low almosi 1.50/•....2%, and is almost linear with field, which is shown in

fig.4.5.At 78 K there is a sharp decrease in MR at low applied magnetic field. At low

tempemrure (78 K) the field dependence of MR exists for an applied field of upto H'

as shown in figure 4.6. The magnetic field H' designates the boundary of the two

slopes. Beyond H' the magnetoresistanee is a weak funClion of the applied magnetic

Ileld. We observed about 10% - 17% MR at H.= 0.15T-{I.20T. About 13.00% of the

MR is observed at H' = 172mT for Sri 5La25MnJOW.The lotal magneloresistance for

this sample is 19% under the application of860-mT magnetic fields. As suggested by

Pignard cl.GI. (1998) [2] such behaviour is associated with domain rotations caused by

the applied field. This behaviour is due to the fact thaI the materials are subdivided

inl0 domains and low applied field is quile sufficient to align the domain spins and

thus a sharp de crease in MR is observed. But 10 align the misaligned spins at the

domain boundary region requires much larger field leading 10weak field dependence

Table 4.4: H' at 78 K for various polycrystaIline materials.

Sample Maximum H (mT) MR% Maximum

H(mT) MR%

SrJ5L8<J,Mn)OIO 204 17.63 19.00

SrJoLa, 0MnJOw 860 156 i4.00 16.12

Sr2~La2,~MnJ01Q 200 10.50 12.36

Sri ,La2"Mn,Ow 172 13.00 15.10
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The two slopes of MR at low temperature were explained by Hossain el. at. [5] in the

following grain and grain boundary model. At T<<T" the material is in ferromagnetic

domain or region. However, in the absence of field the magnetization of the grain of

polycrystalline material will be like that of figure 4.7 (a). Also the individual spins at

the grain boundary region are randomly oriented. In the absence of field, a carrier will

suffer scattering from the unaligned magnetic domain, as well as disordcred spin at the

grain buundary region. By applying a low magnetic field, the magnctization of each

grain starts to align towards the direction of the external magnetic field as shown in

figure 4.7{b). For H<H', the MR changes rapidly with H but beyond H',MR was a

weak function of applied magnetic field. This may be due to the reason tbat material is

subdivided into domains. low field is quit sufficient to align the domains spins and

tbus a sbarp decrease in MR is observed. However a large magnetic field is required to

align tbe spins in domain boundaries as shown in figure 4.7(c) leading to weak field

dependence.

Hext>H"

f
+
!

<a)
H,xt

(b) (,)

Figure 4.7 Explanation of tile two slopes MR lit loU' temperature (T<Tc)[5)
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4.5 Magnetoresistance as a function oftemperature

AlIlhe samples show magnetoresi5lance (MR) as a function of temperature. Figure 4.8

shows MR as a function of temperature for SrJ.5Lao5 MnPw, SrjoLa,.o MOlOIO,

Sr~,oLa2oMn]OIO, Sr1.5La25MojOIO siotered at 13000c for I hour. All the MR(l)

curves were taken in presence of O.7T applied magnetic field. Most of all shows low

temperature MR, which increases linearly as the temperature decreases ",ithin the

temperature range of78K and 300K.

20

• Sr"La"Mn,O"
0 • SrooLa, ,Mo,O"

• sr'OLa'DMn,O"
• Sr, ,La"Mn,O"

r

I
•••••
•
•
•

50 100 150 200 250 300
Temperature(K)

Figure 4.8:Magnetoresistance as a fimclion of temperatllre al cons/ani rrw.gnetic field D.7T is
ShoWIlfor the samples ST3.sLaO.5MIl,OIO, SrJ.DLal.OMlllOW, Srl,oUl•.oMn30lO and Sr1.5Ul1.5
MlljOw.
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4.5 Activation energy

The activation energy of a reaction is the amount of energy needed to start the

reaction. It represents the minimum energy needed to fonn an activated complex

during a collision between reactants. In slow reactions the fraction of molecules in the

system moving fast enough to form an activated complex when a collision occurs is

low so that most collisions do not produce a reaction. However, in a fast reaclion the

fraction is high so that most collisions produce a reaction.

The activation energy which explain the insulating -like behaviour of resistivity at

temperature above Tp, can be calculate from the slopes of straight Jines using the

relation.

P= PGexp (EoIKBT)

where, Ev is the activation energy and K" is the Boltzman constant. In figure 4.9 In

p(T)/p(O) is plotted as a function of 1fT for various divalenl alkaline doped sample at

both without magnetic field and with magnetic field. The temperature region is

considered from transition temperature to room temperature. The values of activation

energies are shown in table 4.6.

The activation energy is then given by

q,=ln[p(T)/p(O)j/llT.KII =slopex Ka
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Table: 4.5 Activation energy (m eV.) of the polycrystalline samples.

Samples Applied magnetic field (On Applied magnetic field (O.7n

SrJsLaosMnJOIG 58.37 45.32

SrJoLaL~Mn]OI" 41.84 38.63

Sr!OLal~Mn,OlO 38.81 35.31

Sr, SLa2.5Mn]OIO 14.56 13.45

AU the samples show very good linear behaviour in the In(p(T)fp(O) which suggest

that conduction occurs through a thennally activated pl'()(:ess.
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Figure: 4.9 In p/P(O) is plotted against 1!T(K-1) for various polycrystaUine samples at QT.
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Figure:4.10 : In plp(O) is plotted against In(K') for various polycrystalline samples at 0.7T.
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CHAPTERS

CONCLUSIONS

In present research work, the magnetoresistive properties of the tripled layered

perovskite manganites of Sr.•.,!..a,MnjOIO were studied, where x=O.5, 1.0,2.0,2.5. All

the samples were sintered at temperature lIOO"C for 5 hour. The DC electrical

resistivit), of all the samples were measured from room temperature (300K) dO\\m \0

liquid nitrogen temperature (78K), by using standard four probe van der Pauw

technique for both OT and O.7T magnetic field respectively. Also the

magneloresislancc measurement were carried oul as a funclion of magnetic field H,

keeping the temperature constant (botb room temperature and liquid nitrogen

temperature).

X-ray diffraction analyses show that the samples arc homogeneous and single phase. It

was observed that with the decrease in temperature. the resistivity of compounds

increased reaching a maximum value at a certain temperature. With further de<;reasein

temperature the resistivity get decreased. This temperature is the metal-insulator

transition temperature and is generally very dose to the curie-temperature To. the

ferromagnetic to par~magnetic phase transition Tp• When divalent strontium is doped

by trivaient lanthanum a mixed valence of manganites ofMnJ+ and Mn4+ arises. With

increasing doping concentration the content 01'MnJ~ increases and the corresponding

transition temperature (Tp) is also increases. i.e. transition temperature is maximum for

the doping concentration ,,=2.5.

All the samples undergo a transition from an insulating to a metallic behaviour as the

temperature is decreased from room temperature and the transition temperature varies
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from 133K to mechanism

( leading to the appearance of transport behaviour like metal-insulator transition in the

pr~sent investigated samples was explained within the framework of Zencr double

exchange mechanism.

11has been seen that Sr is non-magnetic and when Sr is replaced by La the transition

temperature increases favouring metallic phase. Replacement of Sr with La, non-

magnetic Sr is reduced and th~ concentration of La is increased. This ferromagnetic

coupling enhances TP' the ferromagnetic to paramagnetic phase tran~ition,

The resistivity vs. temperature graphs with and without field show similar beha".iour

except the enhancement of ,\1-1transition temperature by few Kelvin. This would be

due 10 the suppression of spin fiuctuations with the applied field in the paramagnetic

region. The external magnetic field enhances spin order that ultimately decrease the

resistivity and results higher transition temperature.

All the samples exhibits two distinct slopes in 1\1Ras a function of applied magnetic

field. Highly sensitive low field MR was observed upto an applied magnetic field

H".For H<H",the MR changes rapidly with H. Beyond H'. MR has a weak dependence

in applied magnetic field. This 10\, field MR is expected due to polarization of

electrons in magnetically disordered regions near the domain boundaries. However a,

large magnetic field i~required lD align the spins of the grain boundary region

resulting in a weak dependence on H.

Ihe plot of In pfP(O) "', lfr suggest that conduction occurred through a Ihennally

activated process above the transition temperature.

8]
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